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⦿Evaluated

⦿How and what

⦿Make your point – do not waste someone’s time
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⦿Writing to whom?

⦿What form?

⦿Clear and concise

⦿3-4 sentences per ¶

Know Your Audience
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⦿State the problem (and solution)

Tailor Your Language

⦿ Email – do’s/don’ts

● Enter addresses last

(in alpha order, if possible)

● Include phone number

⦿Proofread before sending
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⦿Why are you writing?

Know Your Objective

● Solving a problem?

● Selling an idea?

● Asking for resources?

● Teaching something?

● Other?
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⦿Use perspective
● Picture your objective and put pieces together

o Ex: trees constitute a forest

● Understand the whole part via its pieces
o Blind person touching elephant leg = a tree

o Blind person touching trunk = a snake

● Have a point of view
o Include facts, figures, good reasoning

⦿Give reader reason to read
⦿Meet their expectations – answer the question posed!

Know Your Objective
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Write Clearly

Sign and drive.

⦿Always be concise, precise, and accurate.
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Avoid Common Usage Errors
Words Description Examples
Its

It’s

Its = indicates possession or ownership

It’s = a contraction (it is)

If its is it, then it’s its!

Watch the dog eat its meal.

It’s too late for a snack.

To

Too

Two

To = a preposition that indicates direction

Too = means also; can be an adjective

Two = a number

He went to the bookstore.

I went to the bookstore, too.

There were too many people there!

Two of us went shopping.

Your

You’re

Your = indicates possession or ownership

You’re = a contraction (you are)

This is your book.

You’re welcome.

Their

They’re

There

Their = indicates ownership

They’re = a contraction (they are)

There = indicates location

He is their son.

They’re a cute couple.

Put the book over there.
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More Common Usage Errors
Words Description Examples

Affect Effect Affect = to change or influence (verb)

Effect = result (noun)

The new law affects smokers.

The effect is that fewer people will smoke.

Assure Ensure 

Insure

Assure = to convince

Ensure = to make certain

Insure = protect against financial loss

I assured her the presentation was fine.

I will ensure he attends the event.

I will insurance my home.

Farther Further Farther = distance (usually comparing)

Further = time or quantity

Pat kicked the ball farther than Kim.

I want to further my education.

Fewer Less Fewer = counted, individual items

Less = bulk that is measured, not counted

There are fewer people here today.

He is less friendly than he used to be.

Than Then Than = express comparison 

Then = indicates time

Douglas is taller than Melinda.

We will go then, not now.

Like

As

As If

Such as

Like = used to make a comparison

As/As If = means for example

Such as = means for example

She looks like me.

Susan ran as if her life depended on it.

He fixed local fare, such as rice and beans.
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Be Clear – Not Redundant

Other items Means Example
i.e. vs. e.g. i.e. = that is

e.g. = for example

I will have candy on 10/31 (i.e., Halloween)

I have candy on holidays, e.g., Halloween

Secondly, Thirdly, 

Lastly

Use second, third, and last  (and don’t add “but not least”!)

Do you use “firstly”?

Common Errors What is being said What should be said

ATM machine Automated Teller Machine machine ATM

PIN number Personal Identification Number number PIN

Free gift (what gifts are not free?) Gift

Merge together (merge means to bring things together) Merge
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Proofread
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Let’s Try a Few…Test Yourself…
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Simplify….

They both went together to visit the museum.

They both went to visit the museum.

The museum is in close proximity to the café.

The museum is close to the café.

After being checked for errors, you will be sent a new invoice.

You will be sent a new invoice after it is checked for errors.
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Select the Correct Word
There were far _______ many people in the room.

(to, too, two)
There were far too many people in the room.

I wanted to say _______welcome.  I loved hosting the event.

(your, you’re)  

I wanted to say you’re welcome. I loved hosting the event.

The storm ________the entire area.

(affected, effected)
The storm affected the entire area.

Rather _______emailing her, I called.

(than, then)

Rather than emailing her, I called.
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What is the issue with each of these?

Piled up next to the cabinet, I began putting 
away the file folders.
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Proofread

Correct the errors (includes typogaphical erros and wrong word 
choices):

I attended an excellent training session yesterday and their were 
quite a few people who also attened.  The training included a 
presentation, worksheets, and question and answer periods. The 
trainder did a great job insuring all attendees had a change to 
participate.

The session included topics like spelling, grammar, and clear and 
concise writing.  As I handed my evaluation to the trainer, I said said
“thank you” and she responded “your welcome” as I shook her hand.
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Proofread

Correct the errors (includes typogaphical erros and wrong word choices):

I attended an excellent training session yesterday and their were quite a 
few people who also attened.  The training included a presentation, 
worksheets, and question and answer periods. The trainder did a great job 
insuring all attendees had a change to participate.

The session included topics like spelling, grammar, and clear and concise 
writing.  As I handed my evaluation to the trainer, I said said “thank you” 
and she responded “your welcome” as I shook her hand.
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Questions

Melissa G. Dederer, FAI, IGP, CRM

mgdederer@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/melissadederer

mailto:mgdederer@gmail.com

